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Building your stockpiles is only part of the equation for survival. Once you have items stored up, you
also must protect them all year long.

This winter, your reserves can be threatened in numerous ways. Are yours going to make it through
until spring comes?

Here are five common threats that winter can bring. So you can adequately prepare, you’ll also find
tips on how to avoid these threats. That way you can make it through the cold season with your
supply stores intact.

1.      Threats from Extreme Cold

Have you ever put a can of pop in the freeze to cool off and forgotten about it? I did once in
high-school, and it’s not a fun mess to clean up!

When liquids freeze, they expand. This can lead to containers breaking, loss of supplies, and a mess.

Similarly, canned goods can bulge when frozen, breaking the seal. Water stored improperly can freeze
and burst.

Additionally, any items you’ve stockpiled with a high liquid content can suffer changes in texture and
may separate into different layers. This includes things like:

Toothpaste
Hand soap
Shampoo
Shaving cream
Paint
Chemicals
Foods with a lot of liquid like: condiments, evaporated milk, canned soup

To prevent damage and loss from extremely cold weather, make sure your supplies aren’t in an
unheated area. If you must keep them where it’s cold, like in a garage or other outbuilding, take
precautionary steps.

Run a small heater to keep the temperature above the freezing point. Or, add an extra layer of
insulation to the area. You can even use straw bales to create a barrier around your stockpiles.

Here you can read more about protecting your water stores this winter. Do what you need to do to
keep any items that could be damaged from freezing temperatures.

2.      Threats from Flooding

Are your stockpiles in a room with water pipes running through? If your pipes freeze, they’re going to
get soaked. Water can ruin many supplies quickly.
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Mold is also a concern where there’s water damage. You definitely don’t want mold to get into your
stockpiles.

To avoid any damage, ensure your pipes are ready for freezing weather. Insulate them. Run heat in
the room. Keep some water flowing at night.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gKoQHqVwxrA

Video first seen on This Old House.

Patch any leaks before the dripping water freezes and causes problems. If you need a short-term
solution, use plastic bottles to help.

You can also move your stores into containers that are more waterproof. For instance, large plastic
totes can hold a lot, and will keep most of the moisture out if a pipe bursts.

Water pipes bursting aren’t the only threat water threat to your supplies. Check your storage areas.
Be aware of other sources of water such as leaky cement walls, condensation and runoff from the
thaw.

3.      Threats from Pests

Do you know what the insects, mice, and other pests do when it gets cold outside? They typically try
to find someplace warm to stay before winter sets in. That could be inside your home, outbuildings,
or garage.

Stinkbugs and mice are more common to see indoors in the winter where I live. They start trying to
get indoors in late fall, typically before the first snow. You might have different critters in your region.

No matter what pests are trying to get inside, you need to make sure your stockpiles are protected.
Because it’s not fun to find a mouse nest inside your emergency go bag. Or mouse droppings on top
of your food stores.

Those rodents can gnaw through so many things! You must store your stockpile properly to avoid
spoilage.

Your stockpile should be pest proof year-round, but now is the perfect time to double check. Make
sure the lids are tight on your containers. Ensure they are rodent and insect proof.

You might consider setting out traps for mice or other rodents as a prevention measure. Here is how
to make a simple mouse trap.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9MWGhn2u52Q

Video first seen on Chris Notap.

If flying insects are a problem, hang up some fly strips to help eliminate them. That way you can stop
the problem before it escalates.

After all, these emergency stores are for you and your family. Not to keep pests alive all winter long.
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4.      Threats from Loss of Service

Blackouts happen no matter where you live, especially in the winter. Entire cities have been left in the
dark after damage to the grid caused by high winds. Damage from an EMP would be even more
severe.

You must be prepared for loss of service. It’s a definite threat to your reserves.

Freezers Going Out

Are you relying on freezers to store most of your long-term food stores that you’ve prepared? In a
power outage, your freezer won’t maintain the right temperature for more than a few days.

A generator can help. So can the great outdoors if your temperatures are below freezing. But you
must have a plan in place to know where to move everything when the time comes.

A longer-term solution would be to move your stores to the pantry through canning or dehydration.
Canned goods are shelf-stable and aren’t threatened by loss of power, if they don’t freeze.

Water Freezing

When there’s no power, there’s no way to pump water. If you live in the city, you might not always
lose your water for a short power outage, but those out in the country will. Regardless, you need
water on hand.

Water freezes when it the temperature drops. But, you’ll still need liquid drinking water each day,
along with enough water to take care of hygiene and everything else.

If you have a woodstove with a cooktop, you can melt your stored ice until it turns back into a liquid.
But, that adds time and energy exertion to your day.

Keep at least a few days’ worth of water stored in your house where it won’t freeze. That’ll give you a
few days to figure out your long-term plan. If you have animals, remember you’ll also need a way to
keep them hydrated for the duration of the outage.

Heat Source

What’s your backup plan for heat? When services go out, you’ll need to make sure you and your
stockpiles don’t freeze.

Ice buildup can cause problems even with your backup energy, so be sure to think through a winter
plan.

Light

Will you be able to find what you need in your stores if you’re working in the dark? You don’t want to
knock over and break something while you’re pawing around.

To prepare, make sure you have a couple of flashlights or oil lanterns easily accessible. Along with
those should be batteries or the fuel you need. Check on these a few times throughout winter and
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ensure everything is in good working order.

Then when the power goes out, you’ll know exactly where to go for light. You’ll be able to see your
reserves clearly and avoid damaging anything.

5.      Threats from Thieves

Not everyone believes in the necessity of building a stockpile. When times get tough, like they can
over a long, hard winter, those unprepared people can quickly run out of needed items. If they know
that you have plenty, or can see your supplies while driving by, you’re at bigger risk for thievery.

Thievery isn’t only limited to harsh weather, so take time now to secure your stores and make them
harder to access. Here are some tips for keeping possession of your goods:

Build your woodpile out of sight of the main road, along with any other items stored outdoors.
Learn how to make your stores blend in naturally to their surroundings, hiding them in plain
sight.
Hide your valuables in unusual locations instead of places thieves commonly look
Don’t tell your neighbors or anyone details about your stockpile. Stay silent.
Stay under the radar when the power goes out. Don’t flash your powerful generator, your
ability to prepare food, or anything else.

You don’t want everything you worked hard to prepare to be snatched. It can happen when you least
expect it.

Also, make sure you check on your stores frequently. My family once had several cords of wood
stolen out of our barn during the daytime, while we were out. We noticed it right away because we
accessed the wood daily, and the thieves knocked over a good chunk of our woodpile.

It looked different, and we went over to investigate. A lot of wood was missing, and there were tire
tracks all over the fresh snow.

Instead of just lamenting over the loss, we acted. We realized that our woodpile was visible to anyone
who drove up the driveway. So we jumped in and moved it right away.

Learn from my mistake, and do your analyzing before a thief does. Keep your goods out of sight and
safe, and check on them throughout the winter.

Click the banner below for a great offer for completing your stockpile!
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